
VitalSign™ is available in eight standard sign types: four hallway designs with ADA-compliant graphics for 
room identification and four bedside versions for easy viewing. This one-sided sign system is made with 
2/90 Modular Thin components, including our Thin aluminum structural rail, changeable inserts, tamper-resistant 
Slimline end caps, and optional accessory bars that slide onto the rail for easy changeability. Insert options 
include alert messages, tactile, direct print, laser print, and dry erase - all of which can be updated easily to 
extend the lifecycle of the sign and enhance its sustainability.

*Accessory bar is available for an upcharge.
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STANDARD OPTIONS

S p e c  G u i d e
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ALERT MESSAGES - First, decide how many alert messages you need. Alert inserts can be laid out in single 
or double columns and grow in increments of two messages for one or two beds. Alert inserts range from 
4.5” wide (single column) to 8.5” (double column), and each two-message set is 3” high. 

TOP INSERT - Next, determine if you need a top insert for room or patient identification. Choose from 
standard materials including integral and applied ADA-compliant graphics, direct print messages on ABS 
and laminates, magnetic window inserts for paper messages or dry erase for hand-written notes. ADA 
graphics are only available on hallway sign types.

LARGE INSERT - Then, select a large insert to promote your brand or list patient care information. Use paper 
messages printed with your logo, or record patient care information on a dry erase board. 

FOOTER INSERT - To expand the functionality of your sign, you can add a footer insert to display a dry erase 
emoticon insert, magnetic window insert with paper isolation message, or instructional direct print message. 

ACCESSORY BAR - Finally, select the accessory for your design, choosing SmartStrips for paper messages or 
marker holders for dry erase boards. 

CUSTOM OPTIONS
Create your own VitalSign™ by choosing options and arranging them to fit your needs. The VitalSign™ alert 
message insert can retrofit existing 2/90 Modular signage or be incorporated into any Modular sign design. 
Design a one- or two- bed version with the exact number of alert messages you need. Choose custom 
options like a magnetic or pin board. Incorporate a backer in a fun shape and pattern. Custom pricing and 
sign drawings are available through Client Services at 800.777.4310.

SIGN TYPE NO. OF ALERT MESSAGES TOP INSERT LARGE INSERT FOOTER INSERT ACCESSORY BAR

TACTILE (ADA) SmartStrip (SS)

ADA & Direct Print (DP) Marker Holder (MH)

TACTILE (ADA) SmartStrip (SS)

ADA& Direct Print (DP) Marker Holder (MH)

Dry Erase (DE) Marker Holder (MH)

Laser Print (LP) SmartStrip (SS)

TACTILE (ADA) Laser Print (LP)

ADA & Direct Print (DP) Dry Erase (DE)

SmartStrip (SS)

Marker Holder (MH)

Dry Erase (DE) Emoticon (EM) Marker Holder (MH)

Direct Print (DP) Dry Erase (DE) SmartStrip (SS)

Laser Print (LP) Direct Print (DP)

Laser Print (LP)

Direct Print (DP) Dry Erase (DE) Marker Holder (MH)

Dry Erase (DE) Laser Print (LP) SmartStrip (SS)

Laser Print (LP) 

Direct Print (DP) Laser Print (LP) SmartStrip (SS)

Dry Erase (DE) Dry Erase (DE) Marker Holder (MH)

Laser Print (LP) 

NA*

NA

NA

NA

4-Double (4-D)

2-Double (2-D)

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

TACTILE (ADA)

NA NA NA

NA

VH.3

VH.2

VH.1

6-Single (6-S)

4-Single (4-S)

2-Double (2-D)

4-Single (4-S)

8-Single (8-S)

6-Single (6-S)

VB.4

VB.3

VB.2

VB.1

VH.4


